1. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES

The 4 biological networks were constructed from:

- **PPI**: PSICQUIC portal[1] and the CCSB Interactome database [2]
- **Co-Expression**: RNA-Seq data downloaded from the Human Protein Atlas (http://www.proteinatlas.org). Spearman correlations of expression values were computed between all genes based on FPKM values in 27 tissues and 44 cell lines, and correlation ≥ 0.7 were selected as interactions.
- **5 pathway databases**: Biocarta (http://www.biocarta.com), Spike [3], Kegg [4], PID [5], Reactome [6] constructed using the R package *graphite* [7].
- **Complexes**: Corum database [8] using a matrix model.

For detailed protocol and options, the markdown file to generate biological networks is available at GitHub (https://github.com/gilles-didier/MolTi). Data were fetched and networks created in May, 2015.

**Table S1. The Biological Networks, number of nodes, number of edges and network densities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Number of edges</th>
<th>density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pathways</td>
<td>8 839</td>
<td>166 761</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>12 110</td>
<td>60 669</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-expression</td>
<td>9 912</td>
<td>110 7547</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexes</td>
<td>2 528</td>
<td>36 762</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (unique)</td>
<td>17 003</td>
<td>1 338 086</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

A. Simulations and comparisons with GenLouvain

Fig. S1. Adjusted Rand indexes between the reference community structure used to generate the random multiplex networks and the communities detected by the different approaches. The communities are detected by optimizing the multiplex-modularity or by optimizing the classical modularity applied to networks aggregated via the intersection, union or sum of the graphs composing the multiplex networks or by the GenLouvain approach. The multiplex networks contain from 1 to 9 graph layers. The indexes are averaged over 100 random multiplex networks of 1 000 vertices and 20 balanced communities. Sparse (resp. dense) multiplex networks are simulated with 0.1/0.01 (resp. 0.5/0.2) internal/external edge probability matrix. Mixed multiplex networks are simulated by uniformly sampling among these two matrices. Each vertex is withdrawn from each graph with a probability 0.5 to generate missing data.
We extended the Figure 1 of the main manuscript to compare our multiplex-modularity approach with the general GenLouvain approach [9]. We applied GenLouvain using the "Categorical Multi-slice Matrix" procedure (as in example 3 of http://netwiki.amath.unc.edu/GenLouvain/GenLouvain with resolution parameter $\alpha = 1$ and inter-slice coupling parameter $\omega = 1$. As our own Louvain implementation is not randomized, we call GenLouvain with the "forces index-ordered" option (see the GenLouvain help). The source code of the corresponding simulation procedure (including the calls to GenLouvain), is available at github (https://github.com/gilles-didier/MolTi) in the src/ folder (TestThreadGenLouvain.c). Without missing data, the results obtained with GenLouvain are close to those of the Sum-aggregation approach. This behavior was expected from the formula of the "multislice modularity" of [9] (with the particular parameters we used).

B. Biological networks and the resolution parameter

B.1. Community numbers, mean and median sizes, for different value of the resolution parameter

The number of communities (Figure S2), their mean (Figure S3) and median (Figure S4) sizes obtained after clustering. The classical Louvain algorithm that optimizes the network modularity [10] was directly applied to the multiplex networks aggregated through their Union or Sum. The algorithm was further adapted to optimize the Multiplex-modularity as the sum of the individual network modularities of the multiplex networks.

We obtained from 87 to 1 634 communities for the Sum aggregation, and from 69 to 911 communities for the Multiplex-modularity approach, for $\gamma = 1$ and $\gamma = 15$, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S2). Module sizes are diverse, from 195 to 15 proteins per community on average for the Sum aggregation, or from 246 to 19 proteins per community for the Multiplex-modularity approach, for $\gamma = 1$ and $\gamma = 15$, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S3). Interestingly, the median sizes of the communities obtained after partitioning the largest networks remain very low (Supplementary Fig. S4). For instance, for the Sum aggregation partition, the community median sizes is of 2 proteins per module, for $\gamma = 1$ to $\gamma = 15$, respectively. This means that half of the detected communities contains less than 2 proteins and would be tough to interpret biologically.

Fig. S2. Number of communities obtained with resolution parameter values ranging from $\gamma=1$ to $\gamma=15$, for the 4 individual networks, their Sum and Union aggregations, and the Multiplex-modularity approach.
Fig. S3. Mean of the communities sizes obtained with resolution parameter values ranging from $\gamma=1$ to $\gamma=15$, for the 4 individual networks, their Sum and Union aggregations, and the Multiplex-modularity approach.

Fig. S4. Median of the communities sizes obtained with resolution parameter values ranging from $\gamma=1$ to $\gamma=15$, for the 4 individual networks, their Sum and Union aggregations, and the Multiplex-modularity approach. The Sum and Union curves are overlapping.
B.2. Distribution of Community sizes

Distribution of community sizes (i.e. number of nodes in each community) obtained after partitioning the 4 individual networks, their Sum and Union aggregations, and with the Multiplex-modularity approach, with a resolution parameter $\gamma=5$.

Fig. S5. Community size distributions for each of the partitions. The boxplot width are proportional to the number of communities obtained in each partition.
3. SUPPLEMENTARY CODE

A. Software

The MolTi software allows identifying communities from multiplex networks, and annotate the obtained clusters. A standalone user-friendly version of the software is available at Github (https://github.com/gilles-didier/MolTi). MolTi performs both clustering and annotation enrichment tests from multiplex networks, and allow an easy exploration of the results.

Fig. S6. Screenshot of the MolTi graphical interface

The source code of the MolTi software, molti-console (clustering), bonf (annotation), together with the code for test (simulation) is also available at GitHub, as well as examples of input and output files.

- **molti-console** takes as input several graph files in the simple "ncol" format (one interaction per line, the 2 interactors being separated by a tab), from which it detect communities by maximizing their Multiplex-modularity. It returns a file containing the community partition. Option ‘-p’ sets the resolution parameter and Option ‘-s’ provides the community partitions of all the individual graphs and that of their sum and union graphs (for comparison purpose).

usage: molti-console [options] <input file1> <input file2> ...

options are
- -o <file name> set the output file name prefix
- -p <real number> set the Newman modularity resolution parameter
- -s compute partition on each graph individually and on the sum graph
- -h display help

- **bonf** computes the annotation enrichment with an exact Fisher test and Bonferroni correction for multiple-testing, for all the communities of a given partition. It takes as input an annotation "ontology" file and a partition file (partition file may be in Clust’N’See [?] format/option ‘-f c’ or in flat format, i.e. a line per community/option ‘-f f’). It returns a file listing all the communities significantly (i.e. with a corrected exact Fisher test lower than the value provided with option ‘threshold’) enriched in at least one ontology term (all the ontology terms significantly represented in a class are displayed below this one). The option ‘-o’ allows providing a file containing descriptions of the ontology terms, which will be displayed in the output file.

usage: bonf [options] <annotation file> <partition file> [output file]

options are
- -o <ontology descriptions file> load ontology terms descriptions
- -t <real number> set the threshold
-f c or f indicate the partition format
-h display help

- test first simulates random multiplex networks with g vertices and from 1 to t layers with a balanced community structure of c communities (4 simulations for each number of layers). It next detects communities by using aggregation and multiplex-modularity approaches and computes the adjusted Rand index (and the normalized mutual information) between the reference community structure and the detected one. It writes a `.csv` file containing the means and the standard deviations of the adjusted Rand indexes for each method, with the following format:

- Column 1: number of layers
- Column 2 and 3: mean and standard deviation obtained with the multiplex-modularity approach
- Column 4 and 5: mean and standard deviation obtained with the sum-aggregation approach
- Column 6 and 7: mean and standard deviation obtained with the intersection
- Column 6 and 7: mean and standard deviation obtained with the union aggregation approach.

usage: test <options> <output file name>

Options:
-g <number>set the number of vertices of the random graphs
-t <number>set the max number of random graphs
-c <number>set the number of classes
-i <number>set the number of iterations
-p <prob intra> <prob inter>add a new pair of probas
-a <number>set the modularity parameter
-h display help message

B. Datasets
The biological networks are available at Github (https://github.com/gilles-didier/MolTi) and can be used to test the software. A markdown file to generate updated version of the biological networks is also available.
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